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1. Max Ruf - untitled (blue lines, green, red and black field, flag), 2017
2. Gili Val - Poem, 2017
3. Nik Geene - You mileage me vary, 2016
5. Richard Parry - Context Club, 2017
7. Marta Miniker-Radich - The enemy within, 2017
8. Andrew Munks - Paintings of European Bomb Damage 1939 - 1945, 2014
9. Ezra Gray - Options, 2017
10. Max Ruf - La passion est une chance, 2016
11. Morag Keil - computer, 2017
13. Mathis Gasser - UN Basestar (White), 2015
Marta Riniker-Radich, The enemy within, 2017
Max Ruf, untitled (blue lines, green, red and black field, flag), 2016
Richard Parry, Context Club, 2017 >
Mathis Gasser, Branch (Marshall Plan), 2013
Laughing

together at sandy beach, laughing vows untouched. Wet and ecstatic against the
creaking waves, our waiting promises
that echoed whispering here.
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Andrew Munks, Paintings of European Bomb Damage 1939-1945, 2014